
ARTG 4316-001 GRAPHIC DESIGN 6, PRACTICUM, SPRING 2022  
PROJECT 3:  Coordinated informational awareness campaign. Value: 25%*.   
CLIENT:  Center Against Sexual and Family Violence (CASFV) 
TOPIC/TITLE: Domestic Violence Awareness Month (DVAM, October 2021) 
 
The Center Against Sexual and Family violence is a regional non-profit organization. As the name 
implies, the organization provides help for victims and seeks to raise awareness of sexual and family 
violence. According to the CASFV website:  

“Since 1977, the Center Against Sexual and Family Violence has been providing hope to 
individuals and families in need, guiding them to recovery. We help rebuild families by giving 
them a safe place to live, counseling, support groups, therapy and the resources they need to 
survive domestic violence and sexual assault. We are committed to providing all who seek our 
assistance with empathy and acceptance, in the effort to empower each person to actualize a 
safer future. Every year we help countless families, women and men from El Paso County, 
Hudspeth County and Culberson County. We can help you, too.” 

This is the second of two projects for CASFV. You have completed the first project. The focus of this 
new project is to create a coordinated awareness campaign for Domestic Violence Awareness 
Month. The campaign will break in October 2022.  
Your task is to develop a campaign theme supported by coordinated graphics, similar to Project 1.   
Just as the previous campaign, an important consideration for this project is how well all elements 
are coordinated. In other words, the various media should project a unified, branded look, whether 
print or digital, vertical or horizontal. Work will be evaluated according to concept, execution, 
coordination, and presentation. 
Task: Multi-media campaign to include several promotional items and advertising media. Note that 
the client may not choose to use all the media indicated. You are providing the client with options. 
Your graphic concept needs to be adjusted to fit the various media listed below. See the following 
specifications list.  
SPECIFICATIONS: The following items are required for presentation: 

1. Sexual Assault Awareness Month graphics concept. Show both a black-only (single color) 
and a color version of the graphics. The black-only version is necessary for any internal 
documents the client may need, such as internal memos, p.r. releases, etc. The color 
version will be applied to the various applications below. 

Promotional items: 
2. Tee-shirt: Size not to exceed 10" by 11", no more than 4 flat colors.  
3. Tote-bag: Size not to exceed 8" by 10", no more than 4 flat colors.   
4. Pinback buttons: 2.25", cmyk 
5. Stickers: Die cut single, or multiple sizes on 8.5" by 11", cmyk.  

Note that items 2 and 3 will probably be silk screen prints, therefore, flat colors are required. 
Printed Media:  
6. Folder sized to fit in a #10 (9.5" by 4.125") business envelope. Folder should fold flat to 4” by 

9". A good overall size for an accordian fold is 12" by 9", with two folds and three 4" by 9" 
panels. A roll fold will also fold flat to 4” by 9", but the panel that tucks in should be no wider 
than 3.875". Include CASFV logotype and knot logo, and Hopeline phone number.         

7. Postcard/flyer, size 5"  by 7" vertical, two sides, CMYK, bleed is allowed. Front features 
graphic concept, back uses placeholder text of no more than three paragraphs. Include 
CASFV logotype and knot logo, and Hopeline phone number.     

8. Poster, size 12" by 18", vertical, one side. Show CASFV logotype and knot logo. 
Social media: (design social media at 72 dpi) 
9. Mock up of Facebook banner, size 1920 pixels wide by 1080 pixels tall, RGB.  



10. Mock up of Instagram graphics, size 1080 pixels wide by 1080 pixels tall, RGB. 
Note: Include CASFV logotype and knot logo on social media. Use Hopeline number if 
appropriate. 

Out-of-home media (outdoor and transit advertising):  
11. Sun Metro bus card, full size 17" by 11" (tabloid size), live area 15.5" by 10", centered in full 

size, with .75" margin on sides, .5" top and bottom. CMYK. Use graphics, leave room for at 
least three bullet points (use placeholder text), CASFV logotype and knot logo, and Hopeline 
phone number.    

12. Outdoor 30 sheet: Scale to proportion. 30 sheets are 24' 6" wide by 12' 3" high. CMYK, 
bleed is allowed. Include CASFV logotype and knot logo. 

 
For more information about CASFV, check out this URL: 
Center Against Sexual & Family Violence - Crisis intervention and advocacy (casfv.org) 
Also, see the Graphic Standards Guide and Awareness Month examples attached separately.   
 
PROJECT 3 TIMELINE: 
Monday, April 11. Critique:  HACEP Annual Report. Client presentation pending availability. 
Wednesday, April 13. Project 3. CASFV Domestic Violence Awareness Month (DVAM). Discussion, 
client information and instructions. Begin research and concept development.  
Monday, April 18. Be prepared for potential meeting with the client, pending availability.  
Wednesday, April 20. Work-in-progress review. Discussion, mailer/folder formats.  
Monday, April 25. Work-in-progress review, continued. 
Wednesday, April 27. Work-in-progress review. Discussion, mailer/folder formats.  
Monday, May 2. Last meeting before client presentation 
Wednesday, May 4, Final critique/presentation. Client is scheduled to meet at 1:30, providing time 
for last minute questions before the presentation. Send your files to me no later than 11:00 am, 
Monday May 10. This is to give me time to download and organize.  
 
FILE FORMATS: 
Create presentation files in Adobe Illustrator. Most of the examples listed can be simple Illustrator 
files, but you may opt for downloadable mockups for some items, especially tee-shirts and tote 
bags. Several sites provide free mockups. You may also find out-of-home mockups online. 
However, all these items can also be drawn in Illustrator, they are simple easy-to-draw shapes. For 
critique and client presentation, save Illustrator files as pdfs. Examples will be discussed.   
CRITIQUE AND CLIENT PRESENTATION: 

The final critique for this project will be held as scheduled in timeline/calendar below. Actual client 
presentation will be held at the convenience of the client. The client may opt for an online 
presentation instead of an in-person presentation. Therefore, be prepared to present your work 
in-person or online.  
In-person presentations will be shown on the lab screen, using the lab projector. If necessary, 
and at the client’s discretion, work may be shared in an on-line Zoom meeting. In the event of a 
Zoom meeting, be prepared to share your screen. In either case, each presenter will explain the 
rationale and effectiveness of each campaign. When presenting, be brief but thorough. Don’t over 
explain, don’t dwell on irrelevant details. Show how your design solves the problem. 
Save your files as scrollable pdfs. Make sure pages are in the correct order. Examples will be 
provided ahead of the critique.    



REMINDER: Identify your work. Please label files with your last name first, then first initial, then 
GD6, then client name and project number, (Example: Peterson_P_GD6_CASFV_Proj1). 
Usually files are small enough to send via email. However, depending on overall size, it may be 
necessary to send files via One Drive for Business (available on UTEP’s dashboard, or We Transfer, 
or similar up-loading system.  
Be sure to send files prior to critique, so that they can be arranged in order.  
Remember that a grade penalty will be assessed for failure to properly identify your work; however, if 
work cannot be identified, it will receive no credit: “No name, no credit.”		
 
Plan on presenting your work as in the previous client presentation. To facilitate your presentation, 
you will share your work as in the previous presentation, so that you can explain at your own pace. 
Practice your presentation. Your goal is to be confident, clear, and concise. Remember to limit your 
presentation to no longer than five minutes. The work you send to me should be the same as the 
work you present to client.   
 
REMINDER 1: Identify your work. Save your files as pdfs, linked in order of presentation. All should 
be saved in the designated formats, as with Project 1. Link these as one pdf, so they can be viewed 
in sequence. Include your name on the pdfs as previously. Label the folder with your name and 
project description, (Example: PPeterson_GD6_Proj1). Label each individual file with your name, 
project description (Example: PPeterson_GD6_Proj1_T-shirt). Compress the file and send prior to 
due date, no later than 11:00 am, Monday May 10.  
Usually files are small enough to send via email in a compressed folder. However, depending on 
overall size, it may be necessary to send files via One Drive for Business (available on UTEP’s 
dashboard, or We Transfer, Google Drop Box, or similar up-loading system.  
Remember that a grade penalty will be assessed for failure to properly identify your work; however, if 
work cannot be identified, it will receive no credit: “No name, no credit.”		
REMINDER 2: Be sure to review the CASFV information packet provided earlier for this project. 	
* Value: 25% of final grade. Both CASFV projects are weighted at 25% of grade. The HACEP Annual 
Report is weighted at 50% of the total semester grade.  
	


